Belgium’s postal operator and second largest employer becomes bpost
st

(AMSTERDAM) June 17, 2010 - A few months before the January 1 2011 liberalization of
the Belgian postal market, the national postal operator and the country’s second largest
employer (35,000+), identified a need to rebrand. The aim was to signal a new competitive
readiness to the world after full market liberalization.
De Post-La Poste looked to Interbrand, the world’s largest brand consultancy, to develop a
brand strategy, a new name, and a new visual and verbal identity.
The new identity would need to leverage the rich heritage of the company while transcending
the category to reposition the brand. It would also have to unlock the value behind the
business strategy.
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A new name was created. De Post-La Poste will become bpost as of June 17 .
As Johnny Thijs, CEO of bpost explains, “The new name conveys our two basic
characteristics. We are and will remain a postal company, and we have and will maintain
strong roots in our home market. We now also have one single name, which will differentiate
us internationally.”
The visual and verbal identity, including its logo, has been modernized along with the new
name. The new identity represents a dynamic company in a complex and modern digital
world.
“This is the culmination of a raft of projects rolled out over the past decade,” explains Minister
Inge Vervotte (Civil Service and Public Enterprises). “All postal employees have worked hard
to prepare their company for the future. With the new name and modernized logo they are
fully focused on going forward.”
Johnny Thijs stresses that the change of name and logo does not signify a break with the rich
history of the company. Rather it is in line with the robust progress the company has made
over the past decade. With that in mind, familiar features of the logo have been retained, but
in a modernized and refreshed form. The new corporate visual identity articulates the modern
corporate culture the company has adopted.
"The new brand expression for bpost perfectly combines the provenance and high recognition
of a heritage brand, with added emotion and dynamism way above that which is currently
represented in the logistics sector," says Andy Payne, Global Creative Director of Interbrand.
"Currently the sector’s national brands are full of expressions of trust and heritage—horns,
crests and national colors. The international players work on expressions of speed, coverage
and efficiency. The next step for the sector is to move beyond motion to emotion—focusing
on relationship building and getting closer to understanding businesses and their needs by
leveraging the latest technology available.”
The introduction of the new logo at more than one thousand locations and on more than six
thousand vehicles, as well as on post boxes and uniforms, will commence in September and
proceed gradually.
The brand architecture of bpost and its subsidiaries has also been optimized to closer
represent customer demands. Subsidiaries such as Speos and Certipost will keep their
names, but their logos will be adapted. The name Taxipost will also be maintained, while
Belgian Post International will become bpost international. Products and services for
corporate customers will now be offered under the new name bpost business.
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